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The program is best for Amateurs, Pro Ham Radio Operators and Small Group DX contacts. Two or more LogPA programs can be used
simultaneously. LogPA is a time based logging program and is primarily based on your down time. LogPA has an easy interface, and all
of the buttons are labeled. All of the "mute" or "voice mute" features are free. LogPA also has a simple multi-language menu that is easy
to use. All that is needed to use LogPA is an interest in Radio, and the ability to enter "log data". Requirements: This program is for the
PC DOS operating system. The program is freeware and can be used for free. If you can download it, you can use it. This version (5.0)
is a beta test and is free for everyone to use. Please note that this program is also available in the freeware version. Ailurus Pro Hr DX
Log is a robust freeware program designed to help you log all of your DX contacts on the 160, 80, 40 and 20 meter bands. Ailurus Pro
Hr DX Log will help you organize your DX and radio operations into Log Files, produce easy to read Graphs and Log Book Reports,
and send DX information to your PC, iPhone, iPad, etc. Ailurus Pro Hr DX Log Description: The program is best for Amateurs, Pro
Ham Radio Operators and Small Group DX contacts. Two or more LogPA programs can be used simultaneously. LogPA is a time based
logging program and is primarily based on your down time. LogPA has an easy interface, and all of the buttons are labeled. All of the
"mute" or "voice mute" features are free. LogPA also has a simple multi-language menu that is easy to use. All that is needed to use
LogPA is an interest in Radio, and the ability to enter "log data". Requirements: This program is for the PC DOS operating system. The
program is freeware and can be used for free. If you can download it, you can use it. This version (5.0) is a beta test and is free for
everyone to use. Ailurus Pro Hr DX Log Pro is a robust Pro Version of Ailurus Pro Hr DX Log. Ailurus Pro Hr DX Log Pro
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It works exactly like the SENTIME MACROLOGGER software, but with a different and easier interface. LogPA is an easy to use
freeware logger program designed for radioamateurs who want to keep track of their dxcc status between 160 and 2 meters.
KEYMACRO Description: It works exactly like the SENTIME MACROLOGGER software, but with a different and easier interface.
... first of all some say there are no APRS Applications. 1. Logging: I have looked at the LogPA and it is one of the better freeware
APRS Applications out there. It is easy to use and you can set up the logging as many times as you want. You just have to make sure that
the logs you are creating is of a length of your choosing. The log is ... first of all some say there are no APRS Applications. 1. Logging: I
have looked at the LogPA and it is one of the better freeware APRS Applications out there. It is easy to use and you can set up the
logging as many times as you want. You just have to make sure that the logs you are creating is of a length of your choosing. The log is
... first of all some say there are no APRS Applications. 1. Logging: I have looked at the LogPA and it is one of the better freeware
APRS Applications out there. It is easy to use and you can set up the logging as many times as you want. You just have to make sure that
the logs you are creating is of a length of your choosing. The log is ... first of all some say there are no APRS Applications. 1. Logging: I
have looked at the LogPA and it is one of the better freeware APRS Applications out there. It is easy to use and you can set up the
logging as many times as you want. You just have to make sure that the logs you are creating is of a length of your choosing. The log is
... first of all some say there are no APRS Applications. 1. Logging: I have looked at the LogPA and it is one of the better freeware
APRS Applications out there. It is easy to use and you can set up the logging as many times as you want. You just have to make sure that
the logs you are creating is of a length of your choosing. The log is 77a5ca646e
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One of the most irritating aspects of being a ham is having to constantly switch between modes (e.g., DX, Contest, General) and all of
the modes are running on different bands and sometimes even on different frequencies. It is also not always easy to keep track of your
signal strength and what frequency you are using. LogPA is a data logging program that gives you the option to log the current
frequency and power, your RX quality, the time you have been on the air, and even a brief description of the station you are working on.
After the session is over, the current mode, frequency, and power can be recalled by pressing a button on the LogPA front panel. The
program can also log data and then store the data to an external PC using the included serial port connection. LogPA runs on the
Windows 95, 98, 2000, and ME operating systems, as well as the Mac OS X and Linux operating systems. Facts: Facts: I did my own
graphics, icons, sounds, menus, etc. There are a lot of options to configure. I had to rewrite the main program, because I ran out of
memory on the system. You can add your own stuff to the program (you just have to write it into the appropriate folder). The English
version is translated into French, Spanish, German, Hungarian, Russian and Italian. Here are some screenshot: I have only tested this
software on Windows XP. SoftSWIPE 1.1.5 SofwSWIPE is a program that helps you to clear the RAM and the SWAP partition of your
computer. It is an applet for Windows and Mac OS X. In addition to cleaning your RAM, SofwSWIPE also automaticaly maximizes
your window. It helps you to free the RAM memory and to use Windows correctly, without using your CPU and memory. The main
features of SofwSWIPE are: - Clearing the RAM memory and the SWAP partition of your computer - An applet for Windows and Mac
OS X - Optimizes the RAM memory and windows maximization - Allows you to use Windows normally, without slowing down your
computer - Allows you to check the RAM memory and the SWAP partition EPS Radio Vector EPS Radio Vector is the software
equivalent of vector graphic software such as Corel Draw, Adobe Photoshop, or Artlantis. It allows the creation of vector graphic
What's New In LogPA?

------------- The program supports logging all stations and modes in 16 bands of the 160-1400 MHz range and all modes in 6 bands of the
4800-5700 MHz range. Data for all logging stations is displayed on a tabbed, paged HTML format. You can edit the format of the
output by clicking on the format icons at the bottom of the program's window. The default format is very basic. In addition, you can
easily create your own text files with the logging status information in it. The program is very easy to use. Simply click on the Log mode
you want to use. The system will automatically scan for a repeater, a listening post, or an amateur radio station using the mode of
operation you specify. The program will then report on the status of the station or posting. As each mode or station status is logged, you
will see it appear in the corresponding log window. Current Limitations: ------------------- The program does not support logging of
automatic calling protocols like AMTOR, AUTO, or QRM. It does not support logging of SSB or CW modes. The program does not
support logging of "Internet via WU" modes. RSSI is not logged. System Requirements: -------------------- -------------------- To use the
program you will need a copy of Tcl/Tk 8.0 for Windows. You will also need the following software. AMS DX Scanners: One AMS DX
Scanner (6.8 or greater) and one software copy of DXmap installed on your PC. DSU software: One version of the DSU software (3.1
or greater) installed on your PC. Known bugs: ------------ -------------------------------------
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System Requirements For LogPA:

Recommended: OS: Windows 10 64-bit CPU: i5 (2.5-3.5GHz), i7 (2.9-3.9GHz), Ryzen 5 (2.2-3.6GHz) RAM: 8GB+ Video: AMD
Radeon™ RX 580 4GB GPU: AMD Radeon™ RX Vega 64 8GB Hard Drive: 12GB+ Keyboard & Mouse: Minimum: OS: Windows 7
64-bit CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
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